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Abstract

Over the last two decades, persuasive technology has gained much of interest and attention. One of
the major disciplines of focus for persuasive technology is health care. The vast majority of persua-
sive technologies for health care are predominantly based on web and mobile platforms. Neverthe-
less, video games and virtual reality are recognized as effective persuasive platforms, as computer
simulation is a platform for enabling users to observe the immediate and long term relationships be-
tween cause and effect. As such, the use of these persuasive technologies, can potentially facilitate
change in a person’s attitudes or behaviors. This paper considers persuasive technology in the form of
video games and virtual reality as a means to change attitudes and/or behaviors in the area of health
care. The role of these types of computer simulation, their advantages and challenges, along with the
incorporation of persuasive strategies in the design of such interactive simulations are discussed in
relation to health care.
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1 Introduction

Since the introduction of Captology [1], the field of persuasive technology has gained much interest
and attention within the research community and among practitioners alike. Captology is an area of re-
search that explores challenges and opportunities of using computing technology for persuasive purposes.
Persuasive technology has been defined as technology, more specifically as interactive information tech-
nology, which is designed for intentionally changing the attitudes and/or behaviors of its users without
deception or coercion [2]. There have been a variety of diverse areas that have employed the use of
persuasive technology, including the retail industry [3], the military [4], for training and education [5, 6],
as well as for health care [7, 8, 9].

Instances of persuasive technology can be seen in everyday life. The Internet is rife with websites
designed in such a way that they can motivate or sometimes persuade people to change their attitudes
and/or behavior. For example, websites like Amazon.com and eBay do not only process orders but also
attempt to persuade people to make purchases, and to divulge personal information and preferences [7].
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This is achieved through a complex process of offering suggestions after analyzing user preferences,
previous transactions, interests and patterns from other users, etc.

One of the major areas that has seen the use of persuasive technology is health care and promot-
ing healthier lifestyles. However, it has been observed that research into health care information and
management systems has mainly focused on electronic medical records, health information libraries and
tele-monitoring, while applications focusing on patients’ behavioral change have received less attention
[10]. Among persuasive applications focusing on behavioral change, researchers have adopted persua-
sive technology for promoting alcohol and smoking cessation [11], encouraging physical activity [12],
providing motivation to exercise [13], interventions for mental health [14], promoting healthy eating
[15], and so on.

The vast majority of these persuasive technologies for health care are predominantly based on web
and mobile platforms [11, 9]. This is because users are easily reachable through the web, Internet,
mobile and other associated technologies, and as such these platforms create opportunities for persuasive
interaction [16, 17]. While these platforms have shown great potential and have led to positive outcomes,
nonetheless these are by no means the only forms of persuasive technology. As such, to maximize
the potential for behavioral change in health care, researchers and practitioners should explore diverse
avenues of technology.

Computer simulation is a tool that can persuade people to change their attitudes or behaviors by
making them observe causal relationships between events [2]. The field of serious games is a discipline
within the broad area of video games that heavily relies on the use of simulation to achieve its intended
goals. It has been noted that serious games can impact a wide range outcomes, including those involving
perception, cognition, behavior, affective and motivation [18]. As such, by adopting persuasive princi-
ples and strategies in its design, serious games can potentially provide an ideal platform for changing
attitude and behavior [19]. Furthermore, there is a growing area of research on developing methodolo-
gies for incorporating persuasive principles in system design. For example, persuasive design models
[10, 17] attempt to examine and describe how best to design persuasive systems. With adequate plan-
ning, such persuasive principles and strategies can be implemented in the design of video games to create
an interactive platform for persuasion.

In addition, virtual reality is a simulation technology that can immerse the user in an interactive three
dimensional computer generated virtual environment. This creates the feeling of presence by presenting
the users’ senses with an illusion of reality [20]. In light of this, virtual reality undoubtedly presents
a platform that can be harnessed for the purposes of changing the attitudes and behaviors of its users.
Nevertheless, researchers have observed that even though virtual reality is a powerful simulation tool
for users to experience the changes resulting from their actions in intense, lively and memorable ways,
research on the use of virtual reality as a form of persuasive technology is not common [21].

This paper considers persuasive technology in the form of computer simulation as a means to change
attitudes and behaviors in the area of health and health care. In particular, two key disciplines of computer
simulation, namely, video games and virtual reality, are examined and discussed in relation to their
applications and potential as persuasive technologies. Furthermore, the advantages and challenges, along
with the incorporation of persuasive strategies in the design of such interactive simulations are discussed
in relation to health care.

2 Persuasive Technology and Health Care

Persuasive technology can certainly impact attitudes and behaviors in the area of health. Figure 1 depicts
the concept of “Captology”, as the intersection between computing technology and persuasive intent
[1, 2]. Chatterjee and Price [7] describe persuasive technology in health care as an intersection of three
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Figure 1: Captology, the intersection between computing technology and persuasive intent.

domains. The first is technology, which is the driver of persuasive change; the second, is persuasion
strategies that must be employed to motivate, and to make attitude and/or behavior change happen;
and the third, involves the various subdomains within health care, like healthy living, physical activity,
alcohol and smoking cessation and weight loss, to name a few [7]. However, what makes the design and
development of persuasive technologies for health care difficult is that the intersection between these
domains is not well understood.

As for the role of video games and virtual reality as persuasive technologies for health care, Fogg
[2] described the “functional triad” that can be used as a framework for categorizing or thinking of
persuasive technologies based on their roles. Figure 2 illustrates the functional triad. These functional
roles are based on computing technologies from the user’s point of view, and employ different means of
persuasion. Fogg [2] suggested three roles that interactive computing technologies can play; namely, its
roles as “tools”, “media”, and “social actors”, each of which can be combined with other roles. These
interactive computing roles empower persuasive technologies, and are elaborated in the context of video
games for health care as follows:

• Role as a tool: This role makes the target behavior easier to perform by facilitating the user’s
capabilities. In video games, this can be achieved by presenting instructions or guiding people
through a process in an interactive manner, and presenting motivational results through in-game
calculations and measurements. For example, rather than reading about and an attempting to
visualize processes from text and static images on printed media, games create opportunities to
present this information in an attractive visual and audio form which is easier to understand.

• Role as a medium: This allows people to explore the cause and effect relationship between events
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Figure 2: The functional triad, which represent roles of computing technologies that persuade via differ-
ent means.

or activities, provide motivating experiences, and facilitate the rehearsal of behaviors. Many video
game features are directly linked to cause and effect relationships; performing an action in an
interactive game results in immediate feedback informing the user of the outcome of that action.
In addition, games are designed for replayability, where some form of incentive is present to urge
the user to repeat an activity.

• Role as a social actor: Persuasive intent is conveyed by rewarding users through positive feedback,
this helps to shape the target attitude or behavior. In addition, it makes social support readily avail-
able. A typical video game feature is to provide rewards for accomplished tasks, thus generating
positive feedback. Furthermore, games can be designed to provide a social network of support
by allowing users to share information with other users, or even to cooperate within the game
environment.

In health care applications, persuasive interactive technologies are likely to play more than one role
at the same time. Chatterjee and Price [7] gives an example of a simple tool that can measure calories,
and at the same time rewards the user upon attaining a personal goal. The application can also leverage
social support by sharing information with other users through the Internet, which can impact motivation
and behavior change.

Video games and virtual reality simulations can easily be designed to incorporate such features in
a software application. In fact, many of them can be comfortably be designed to fulfill all three roles
at once. Furthermore, video games and virtual reality are interactive forms of computer simulation that
can portray the immediate relationship between cause and effect, and are therefore ideal platforms for
presenting this information to a user in a vivid and attractive manner. Since the game should be designed
to integrate these features within the game context, this information will appear as a natural part of the
game and will not distract the user from the in-game tasks or activities to be performed.

3 Computer Simulation

The technology context plays an important role in computer mediated persuasion. Therefore, it is vital to
have a through understanding of specific technological platforms, applications and features underlying
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persuasive technology [17]. This section presents computer simulation technology in terms of video
games and virtual reality, along with their adoption in the area of health and health care.

3.1 Video Games

Video games have often attracted negative sentiments in the media and the general public. Among
the negative connotations of video games, some have perceived video games as promoting violence,
gender stereotype and potentially resulting in addiction [22]. In fact, there has even been the perception
that playing video games excessively can harm the health and negatively affect player attitudes [23].
However, despite the concerns linked to video games, many have found that playing games can have
positive effects on players [24, 25].

3.1.1 Serious Games

Serious games have been defined as video games that are primary designed for a purpose other than
for mere entertainment [26]. While there is no agreed understanding of what the term serious games
means [27], one of the earliest and widely-accepted definitions expresses clearly that serious games have
deliberate educational purposes, in addition to the goal of providing users with entertaining experiences
[28]. While this does not necessitate that serious games should only contain educational, instructional
or training activities, it has been suggested that the pedagogical aspect is what sets them apart from
entertainment games [4, 26]. Serious games and simulations have been researched and developed to
provide education and training, to conduct human performance engineering, and to be used in the area
of health, strategic communications and public policy, etc. [4].

While playing video games can be linked to a range of cognitive, perceptual, behavioral, affective
and motivational impacts and outcomes, Connolly et al. [18] found that the most common outcomes
resulting from serious games were related to knowledge acquisition/content understanding followed by
affective and motivational outcomes. For this reason, there has been an increase in use of serious games
to foster learning among educators, training practitioners, policymakers, health care professionals and
advertisers [18, 26].

In addition, other than for learning and skill acquisition, there is great interest in the potential for
serious games to facilitate change in attitude and/or behavior [19]. This is in part due to the fact that
learning serious games involves enabling users to apply their current knowledge in a game environment in
order to acquire new skills through their own determination to defeat contextual challenges presented by
the game [22, 26]. Designing games to change attitudes or encourage behavioral change is a difficult task,
as behavior is a complicated and intricate process that is influenced by a variety of different factors [29].
Nevertheless, there are existing theoretical models for persuasive design that are relevant for developing
games of a persuasive nature [22].

3.1.2 Games for Health

While games have been developed for different application fields, it has been suggested that serious
games are notably effective in some specific disciplines. In particular, one of the most relevant domains
is health care [30]. Serious games have been developed in the area of health and health care for various
purposes. This includes games for increasing users’ knowledge, awareness and understanding about ill-
ness and health problems, supporting patient rehabilitation and therapy, motivating physical activity and
for encouraging healthy living and lifestyles [31]. The effectiveness of serious games and its application
in the area of health has been the topic of much research, and in general, these studies have found that
games have the potential to produce positive effects and outcomes [32, 33, 34].
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As an example of an effective computer game for increasing users’ knowledge about illnesses and
health problems, researchers developed a game called “Re-Mission” to allow young people with cancer
actively be involved in their own treatment [35]. The development of this game was motivated by the
fact that it has been shown that the self management and treatment of adolescents with chronic illnesses
have resulted in poor outcomes. One of the factors for this has been attributed to the lack of interest in
personal care, along with the lack of knowledge about the illness. The research concluded that video
games can serve as an effective platform for education about health and health care [35].

Similar results have been reported in other studies. For example, it has been reported that a health
education game, which was used as a clinical tool for children and teenagers with cancer, was capable
of teaching children about the disease and was successful as a vehicle for initiating discussion among
the patients, their parents and medical staff. In addition, this game had a high acceptance rate among the
patients [36]. In another study, two versions of a game for teenagers to enhance their self-management of
diabetes mellitus was developed. One version of the game explicitly referred to diabetes content, while
in the implicit version, no diabetes content was referred to. The study reported that higher diabetes self-
efficacy was attained when diabetes content was explicitly addressed in the game [37]. Other researchers
have also explored the use of games for scenario based medical retraining, and found that it supports the
retention of knowledge and skills for a certain period, and that it also positively engages and motivates
participants [38].

There has also been much interest on exercise games, or “exergames”, for health, as the entertainment
and motivational aspects of such games can help maintain physical activity and fitness. Various studies
have reported on the benefits of exergaming for people of all age groups [39, 40, 41]. It has been argued
that although some of these games, like commercial dance games, can be categorized as entertainment
games, they are also capable of changing behavior [22].

3.1.3 Persuasive Games

Unlike serious games which primary purpose may arguably be to educate and facilitate learning, persua-
sive games aim to change attitudes and behaviors through a new way of presenting information in video
games, called procedural rhetoric. Bogost [19] defined procedural rhetoric as persuasion via rule-based
representations and interactions in video games. Akin to how verbal rhetoric is a way for presenting ver-
bal arguments aimed at influencing the listeners’ opinions, procedural rhetoric is mainly a visual based
method for conveying arguments in an interactive and procedural way to persuade users to change their
opinions [22]. It has been argued that this unique persuasive power can only be presented through video
games and is not supported in other forms of computational persuasion [19].

Since behavior usually the result of a variety of influencing factors, it is resistant to change [29].
A video game that was theoretically grounded on behavioral science, called “Escape from Diab”, was
developed by game designers and behavioral scientists to address the health problem of Type 2 diabetes
and obesity among youth [29]. The aim of the game was to adopt behavioral science insights to guide
game design decisions and to produce a game that would promote behavior change through interventions
in diet and physical activity. Since designing games for behavior change is a difficult task, the researchers
adopted a process to change mediators, rather than attempting to change behaviors directly. It was
theorized that changing the mediators would in turn lead to behavior change [29].

A study that was conducted to assess and analyze the outcome of playing “Escape from Diab”, in
conjunction with another persuasive game, “Nanoswarm: Invasion from Inner Space”, on children’s diet
and physical activity, found that children playing these video games noticeably increased their daily
vegetable and fruit consumption [42]. However, it did not increase their water consumption, physical
activity, or their body composition. The study concluded that more research is required to come up with
the optimal design of video game components for maximizing behavior change [42].
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A subsequent study on the same game found that in-game stories can serve as powerful instruments
for health interventions. The level of story immersion, in other words, the experience of being drawn
into the story, which is affected by ethnic similarity between video game characters, was found to be
a contributing factor to the players’ immersion that consequently results in several health outcomes
[43]. Orji et al. [44] proposed that persuasive games should not adopt an “one-size-fits-all” approach
in its design, as players have different personalities and what motivates one type of player may in fact
demotivate behavior in others. Models for categorizing the persuasive receptiveness of players have
been proposed, and it has been suggested that a personalized approach to game design will best persuade
particular types of players [44].

Video games developed on mobile platforms can also contribute to behavior change due to the ubiq-
uitous nature of mobile devices. For example, Buttussi and Chittaro [45] developed a user-adaptive and
context-aware fitness game for mobile phones. The aim of this mobile game is to motivate and train
outdoor jogging at an appropriate intensity. Mobile phones will likely become a major technological tool
for persuasion, and the intent of designing the game for mobile phones is because they are ubiquitous
and well suited for persuading users to perform regular exercise. Furthermore, the motivational nature
can be enhanced through social dynamics by allowing users to share information with other users [45].

3.2 Virtual Reality

Virtual reality is a simulation technology that aims to immerse the user in a virtual environment by
presenting the users’ senses, mainly visual and auditory, and possibly haptic, with an illusion of reality.
Immersive virtual environments attempt to creates the sense of “presence” within a three-dimensional
virtual world generated by a computer. Presence refers to the phenomenon of “being there”, feeling and
behaving as if the user is in the virtual environment [20].

In immersive head mounted display virtual reality, the user wears a display device where images
of the virtual environment are presented in a way that covers the user’s visual field. By using tracking
equipment to measure head position and orientation, images of the virtual environment can be updated
based on where the user is currently looking in the environment. The illusion of realism and depth in
the scene is created by presenting the user with a pair of stereoscopic images, one for each eye, rendered
from slightly different viewpoints based on binocular disparity. Furthermore, with information about
the user’s head position and orientation in the virtual environment, the intensity of audio feedback can
dynamically be adjusted with position based panning. Depending on the sophistication of the system,
other sensors can also be used to provide hand and finger interaction, e.g., using data gloves, and haptic
feedback. Due to their specific characteristics, it has been suggested that immersive virtual environments
can be a more effective persuasion channel, as compared with classical media [46].

Chittaro and Zangrando [21] presented results on a study of different methods for providing negative
feedback for persuasive purposes. This was done through simulated experiences in virtual reality. The
persuasive goal of their research was focused on awareness of personal fire safety issues and attitude
changes towards smoke in building evacuation. Their results showed that immersive virtual reality can
be an effective platform for changing attitudes with regard to personal safety. They also suggest that
negative affect can be used for beneficial persuasive purposes, and that the level of emotional intensity
of the employed feedback technique plays a significant role in attitude change [21].

Studies have shown that it is possible to use virtual reality as an affective medium, i.e. a medium that
is capable of eliciting different emotions from interaction with its contents [47]. Riva et al. [47] reported
that there is a link between presence and emotions in virtual environments. They demonstrated that
interaction with “anxious” and “relaxing” virtual environments was able to elicit emotions of anxiety
and relaxation in the users. Another study by Banos et al. [48] showed that it is possible to induce
users with different moods in virtual reality. For this reason, immersive virtual reality technology has
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been employed in a variety of therapeutic phobic and fear conditioning studies. Virtual reality exposure
therapy is a form of behavioral therapy that has been used to treat anxiety disorders, fear of flying, social
phobia, panic disorder, post traumatic stress disorder, along with a number of other phobias [49, 50, 51,
20].

In the area of health care, virtual reality has been used for treating substance use disorders [52]. The
diagnosis and treatment of such disorders include abstinence treatment for smoking, drug and alcohol
cravings. Studies have shown that virtual reality is an effective platform for exposure therapy in the
handling of such disorders in a simulated virtual environment [52]. Moreover, research has shown that
there is a direct relationship between the triggering of a craving and the level of presence experienced in
a virtual environment [53].

It has been suggested that to be more effective, technologically enhanced health solutions should be
designed to work side by side with traditional approaches [54]. Virtual reality presents the possibility of
creating new, immersive environments for enhancing motivation, where patients, medical personnel and
health professionals can be trained while playing [55]. As such, the use of virtual reality has been ex-
plored in many areas of health, including for prevention, harm reduction, rehabilitation, training, exercise
and fitness [55, 56].

4 Advantages and Challenges

The use of video games and virtual reality as persuasive technologies for health care provides a number
of advantages over traditional technologies. This section discusses the various benefits presented by
these forms of interactive computer simulations, along with their issues and challenges.

4.1 Advantages

Video game and virtual reality technologies empower the creation of interactive computer simulations.
When used as a persuasive platform, these technologies give rise to several advantages. The following
are some of the most prevalent benefits:

• Interactivity is an inherent property of video games and virtual reality. As such, these forms of
interactive computer simulations are ideal for presenting users with cause and effect relationship
between events or activities. For example, in immersive virtual reality, users can interact with the
content in a virtual environment in real-time. This can promote and enhance a user’s understanding
of the cause and effect relationship between their actions and outcomes. Thus, with appropriate
design, developers can create memorable first-hand experiences for persuasive purposes.

• Multimodality refers to communication via a number of different modes. Video games and virtual
reality simulations allow for the presentation of content in a computer generated virtual environ-
ment through a combination of visual, auditory, haptic, and possibly other sensory modalities [57].
As such, the nature of these interactive simulations provide compelling and attractive game fea-
tures that can be used to create entertaining experiences, while at the same time delivering specific
information and messages. It has been shown that multimodality and interactivity both individually
contribute to educational outcomes [57].

• Accessibility is a major contributing factor to why many current persuasive technologies for health
care are developed on web and mobile platforms. This is because these platforms are widely
available and easily accessible, and thus creates opportunities for persuasive interaction [16, 17].
Accessibility is vital for health care applications that are especially targeted for the rural commu-
nity [58]. With advances in computing and mobile technology, mobile devices are now equipped
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with graphics accelerators and multi-core processors that can comfortably meet the requirements
of complex video games. In addition, there is now a growing popularity of implementing immer-
sive virtual reality simulations on mobile devices. By developing these interactive simulations on
mobile devices, these applications can reach wider groups of people.

• Intuitiveness. Another advantage of video games and virtual reality applications is that they are
intuitive and easy to learn. Many individuals already have some form of experience with games,
and their prior experience from other games can often be ported over, with minor adjustments, to
new games. Games are designed to be usable and there are established and widely accepted game
design rules for making games user friendly. Hence, even if a person has limited knowledge and
experience of games, it will not take much effort for a person to learn how to play a game.

• Entertainment. One of the drivers of attitude and/or behavior change is tied to the motivation
of the user. No matter how persuasive a message may be, without the motivation to use a system
or to rehearse a behavior, the intent of the message will significantly diminish. Video games and
virtual reality applications allow for the creation of attractive and entertaining experiences, which
are effective in motivating user involvement [19, 18]. In addition, such computer simulations can
be developed to target a range of diverse age groups, as health and health care issues affect the
young and the old.

4.2 Issues and Challenges

While the use of video game and virtual reality technologies as persuasive platforms provides several
advantages, there are also various issues and challenges that need to be considered. A number of these
are described here. In fact, these are open challenges that future research should seek to address to
develop a better understanding of the field.

• Design. One of the main, and possibly most difficult, challenges in the use of video games and
virtual reality as persuasive technologies, lies in the design of such systems to promote attitude
and/or behavior change. The fundamental question that needs to be addressed is how such systems
can reliably be designed to persuade in a consistent manner. This is far from an easy task, as
behavior is the result of multiple influencing factors and is therefore usually resistant to change
[29]. Furthermore, it is difficult to predict how a persuasive design feature in a game or virtual
environment will affect a user’s attitude or behavior. While research in social psychology has
developed theoretical models of attitude and behavior change that can be adopted in simulation
design [22], these theories are not widely applied in game design and their effects and outcomes
in video games and virtual reality simulations are not fully understood. As such, the question of
how to adopt these theoretical models to design computer simulations to reliably facilitate attitude
and/or behavior change is an open challenge. These is discussed further in Section 5.

• Evaluation. Another open challenge in relation to employing video games and virtual reality
as persuasive technologies, is the question of how to evaluate or measure the effectiveness of
the persuasive system in achieving its goal of attitude and/or behavior change. Techniques that
can be adopted to evaluate the influence of persuasive systems in a consistent manner, can be
used to compare between different persuasive technologies and applications. In addition, effective
evaluation techniques are essential to inform the design and development of future persuasive
systems. Effective techniques to measure the outcomes of a persuasive system will add to the
knowledge and understanding of persuasive guidelines and strategies that can be incorporated into
the design of such systems. The assumption whereby one can simply rely on the interactive and
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entertaining nature of video games and virtual reality to motivate lifestyle change is not reliable
and not good practice.

• Personalization. People have different personalities, outlooks, preferences, etc. and may respond
to the same stimulus differently. As such, it has been argued that there should be a certain degree
of personalization in interactive simulations to cater for diverse users [44]. Otherwise, what may
be effective for some users, may not affect other users or may even result in adverse reactions
due to differences in personalities and how people view the world. However, it is difficult to be
able to fine turn video game and virtual reality experiences to suit a large range of diverse users.
Nevertheless, there has been some research on how different personalities react to experiences in
virtual environments, and these should be taken into account during the planning and development
stages [59, 44].

• Negative Sentiment. One of the issues to do with video games is the negative sentiment and social
stigma associated with them. Video games have often been seen in negative light for things like
video game violence, addiction, gender stereotyping, etc. [22]. Nevertheless, there are potential
benefits that can come from such games if one were to look beyond the negative impacts. For
example, research has shown that even indirect communication in the form of graphic messages in
violent video games can have a persuasive effect [60]. Studies have also shown that the cooperative
playing of violent video games can positively affect the social and cooperative behaviors of the
players [61].

5 Persuasive Design

While there are many studies on the use of serious games for health care and how this increases moti-
vation, learning and knowledge retention, etc., researchers have shown that persuasive factors that can
potentially affect attitude or behavior change in video games and virtual reality are not fully understood
[42, 62, 44]. There are few fixed guidelines on how to design effective persuasive games [62]. Many
games developed for health care are based on ad-hoc game designs that implicitly assume that the use
of interactive game media itself will give rise to motivation and cultivate a user’s interest in the subject
matter. This heavily relies on the underlying assumption that presenting information through the attrac-
tive and interactive form of a game will naturally result in learning and knowledge retention, which will
subsequently lead to behavior change.

However, the reality is not that simple because human behavior itself is complicated. Even carefully
designed video games developed with the clear purpose of behavior change, may not fully achieve all
the desired outcomes [42, 29]. Researchers have asserted that one of the contributing factors to this
is that most persuasive games are designed based on a one-size-fits-all approach, but what works for
some personalities may have adverse effects on others [44]. This highlights the necessity of applying
persuasive strategies and design principles, which are founded on prior experience and theoretical models
of persuasion, attitude and behavior change, in the design of these interactive simulations. Table 1
provides examples of existing research of persuasive design.

Video games and virtual reality simulations lend themselves well to persuasive design models, as
with careful planning, many of these persuasive strategies can be incorporated into the setting, interface,
goals, tasks, etc. of these games. Oinas-Kukkonen and Harjumaa [17] describe a persuasive systems
design model for developing and evaluating persuasive systems in general. Based on this, Orji et al.
[44] identified ten commonly used persuasive strategies that are of particular relevance to persuasive
game design. These strategies/principles are presented in Table 2 and discussed in the context of their
implementation in video games and virtual reality.
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Table 1: Examples of research on persuasive design.

Reference Research Summary
Khaled et al. [62] This research discusses the design of a persuasive game to promote smok-

ing cessation. The authors describe five categories that were considered in
their game design, namely, managing player attention, balancing “replayabil-
ity” with reality, player control vs. system control, identity issues, and target
audience.

Fogg [63] This paper written by a pioneer of captology and persuasive technology. It
details a general eight step design process for persuasive technology that was
developed from prior experience and successful industry practice.

Oinas-Kukkonen
and Harjumaa [17]

The framework of a Persuasive Systems Design (PSD) model is described in
this work. Among other things, this work analyzes seven postulates govern-
ing persuasive systems and provides a list of twenty eight persuasive design
principles.

Wiafe et al. [64] This work proposes a model, called the 3D-RAB model, which represents the
relationship between various attitude and behavioral factors in three dimen-
sions. The aim of this model is for analyzing and selecting suitable persuasive
techniques based on the nature of users or use over time.

Oinas-Kukkonen
[10]

The aim of this work is to provide a foundation for studying Behavior Change
Support Systems (BCSSs). Part of this work discusses the design process for
building such systems. In addition, this paper also provides a list of previous
work in BCSS studies pertaining to persuasive system design.

Orji et al. [44] This work examines the commonly used one-size-fits-all approach in the de-
sign of persuasive games. Based on their findings, the authors contend that
video games should be designed based on a personalized approach to cater for
diverse users. The paper also maps persuasive design strategies to common
game features.

Nacke et al. [59] This paper explores the diversity of gamers and describes seven different
archetypes of gamer personalities (seeker, survivor, daredevil, mastermind,
conqueror, socializer and achiever).

Table 2: Examples of persuasive strategies.

Strategy Description Discussion
Customization This is a strategy to give

users the opportunity to
adjust a system’s contents
and functionality according
to their needs and personal
preferences.

An example of this would be to allow the play-
ers to customize his/her virtual character, other-
wise known as the user’s avatar. Research has
shown that ethnic similarity between the players
and video game characters can contribute to en-
gagement and immersion [43].

- continues on the next page
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- continued from the previous page
Strategy Description Discussion
Simulation This provides a medium that

allows a user to observe the
causal relationship between
their actions and the out-
comes.

It has been observed that this strategy is not of-
ten employed in the design of health games [44].
Successful commercial video games are all about
cause and effect. Performing an action in the
virtual environment will result in an immediate
outcome, which can either be positive or nega-
tive. The long term effects of actions can also be
modeled in video games and virtual reality sim-
ulations to demonstrate the eventual outcomes as
a result of accumulated actions or prior in-game
decisions.

Self-monitoring
and feedback

This strategy allows users to
keep track of the own be-
havior, which can be achieve
when supplied with both past
and present game states.

Well design feedback mechanisms are a funda-
mental requirement and a widely recognized cor-
nerstone of good game and virtual reality design.
Feedback allows players to monitor and track
their progress. It shows the results of actions per-
formed in the virtual environment, which leads to
users being able to predict outcomes and avoids
requiring users to guess what happened.

Suggestion This is a strategy for in-
troducing and assigning spe-
cific tasks to users, in order
to achieve favorable behavior
outcomes.

Providing in-game hints and affordances is an-
other well recognized feature of good game de-
sign. This helps to guide users to achieve desired
tasks and avoids users becoming lost or stuck, not
knowing what to do or how to progress.

Personalization This offers content and ser-
vices, which can be tailored
for users in such a way that
suits a users’ characteristics
and preferences.

Many personalizable features can be incorpo-
rated into virtual environments, including per-
sonalized controls, avatars, user interfaces, voice
acting, and so on. These settings are saved and
restored every time the user logs into the virtual
environment.

Praise This gives clear positive
feedback through images,
sounds, words, symbols,
etc. to the user who has
successfully carried out the
target behavior.

This is associated with in-game mechanisms for
providing positive feedback and can also be
linked to in-game rewards. To contrast this, neg-
ative feedback can also be used to dissuade a user
from performing an undesirable behavior. Re-
search has shown that negative feedback can also
be used as a means of “beneficial persuasion”
[21].

- continues on the next page
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- continued from the previous page
Strategy Description Discussion
Reward This is a mechanism for pro-

viding virtual rewards and in-
centives for users upon suc-
cessfully completion of the
target behavior.

Note that this is one of the commonly used strate-
gies and very much a part of games. Games
need to provide rewards for successful accom-
plishment of tasks, otherwise, there would be no
incentive to play the game or perform those tasks.
In addition, the reward mechanism also creates
incentive for users to repeat behavioral tasks and
aim to succeed. The amount of incentive, i.e. re-
ward, in games can be adjusted to commensurate
with the level of success in correctly fulfilling a
task or achieving a goal.

Comparison This provides a way for the
user to compare his/her per-
formance with that of other
users’.

Video games and virtual reality applications in
their role as social actors, can provide mecha-
nisms where users can share information with
other users to create a social support network. In
the absence of these mechanisms, these interac-
tive simulations can still provide a benchmark for
a user to compare his/her level of performance
with an accepted or ideal benchmark.

Competition This enables the user to com-
pete with others.

Many video games are designed to be multi-
player games. This does not necessarily mean
that the players must co-exist in the same game
environment, as players can compete with each
other based on shared information such as high
scores, or in-game rewards or wealth. Games
can also be developed with artificial intelligence,
where players can compete with in-game com-
puter controlled characters.

Cooperation This requires users to collab-
orate to achieve a shared goal
and also rewards them for
achieving the objectives as a
group.

This can be provided through multiplayer game
design or even with game artificial intelligence,
in the form of computer controlled characters
that can cooperate with the user.

While this is by no means an exhaustive list of persuasive strategies and in-game/virtual environment
features, it provides a subset of the most relevant strategies for facilitating attitude and behavior change.
Games should also be designed to accommodate different personalities [44]. The work by Kaptein
et al. [65] examines the individual differences on persuasion in affecting behavioral outcomes in the
health domain. Good commercial games are designed with multiple features that cater for diverse groups
of people with different personalities. For example, some people are goal orientated, others may be
challenge orientated, some enjoy thinking and solving puzzles, while others like to explore things and
situations. Nacke et al. [59] describe seven different types of gamer personalities. This should also be
considered for the design of persuasive games and virtual reality simulations.
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In addition, evaluation and testing is a key part of system design for ensuring the success of a software
application. Oinas-Kukkonen [10] describes an outcome/change design matrix to be used in conjunction
with the persuasive system design model [17] for evaluating software designed to change behaviors or
attitudes. This provides a guide for analyzing the persuasive potential of a system’s design and can be
applied to the design of interactive computer simulations.

6 Conclusion

This paper discusses the role of computer simulations in persuasive technology. In particular, this paper
considers video games and virtual reality as a means to change attitudes and/or behaviors in the area of
health care. These interactive computer simulations can create compelling, attractive and entertaining
experiences, while at the same time delivering specific information and messages to the users. Neverthe-
less, the challenge of being able to reliably design such systems to promote attitude or behavior change
remains a difficult task. As such, it is vital to based the design of such systems on persuasive design prin-
ciples and strategies that are grounded on theoretical behavior change models. Furthermore, the effects
and outcomes of these design principles and models on behavior change is still an open challenge that
needs to be addressed, in order to provide greater insight on how to effectively design persuasive video
games and virtual reality applications for health care.
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